Top 50 Call Numbers for Circulated Items at Egan Library, 2008-2012

Produced using circulation data and the Wordle tag cloud tool

D810  World War II, Special Topics (esp. Aleutians)
E78   Indians of North America by Region (esp. Alaska)
E98   Indians of North America by Topic (esp. Legends, Religion, Totem Poles)
E99   Indians of North America by Tribe/Culture (esp. Tlingit, Yup'ik & Inupiaq)
E169  U.S. Description and Travel, 20th Century
E449  U.S. History of Slavery
F904  Alaska History, General
F909  Alaska History, 1896-1959
F912  Alaska History by Region
GV199 Outdoor Recreation (esp. Hiking, Mountaineering)
H62   Social Science Research Methods
HF5635 Business Accounting
LB1028 Educational Research; Educational Technology
LB1573 Elementary Education: Reading
LB1576 Elementary Education: English Language, Grammar
ML410 Composers - Biography
N5333 Art History, Special (esp. Wonders of Ancient World DVD)
N6797 Art History, British Artists (esp. Goldsworthy)
ND553 Painting, French painters (esp. Picasso)
PM2455 Tlingit Language
PS3511 American Authors 1900-1960: F (esp. Fitzgerald, Frost)
PS3515 American Authors 1900-1960: H (esp. Hemingway)
PS3537 American Authors 1900-1960: S (esp. Steinbeck)
PS3545 American Authors 1900-1960: W (esp. Tenn. Williams, Wharton)
PS3551 American Authors 1961-2000: A (esp. Abbey, Alexie)
PS3554 American Authors 1961-2000: D (esp. Dauenhauer, Didion)
PS3563 American Authors 1961-2000: M (esp. Murie, Momaday)
PS3566 American Authors 1961-2000: P (esp. Plath, Pynchon)
QA276 Mathematical Statistics
QA278 Multivariate Analysis
QB981 Cosmology, General works
QC981 Climatology; Climate Change
QD40 Chemistry - General Study
QH541 Ecology
QK98 Botanical Atlases and Pictorial Works (esp. Alaskan plants)
QL50 General Zoology, Popular Works
QL362 Invertebrate Zoology, General
QL430 Invertebrate Zoology, by Specific Family (esp. Octopus & Squid)
QL696 Avian Zoology, by Family (esp. Eagles, Ravens)
QL698 Avian Zoology, Behavior
QL703 Mammalian Zoology, General
QL713 Mammalian Zoology, Aquatic & Marine Mammals
QL737 Mammalian Zoology, by Specific Family (esp. Whales, Seals, Wolves & Bison)
QP34 General Human Physiology and Anatomy
RA781 Exercise (esp. Yoga)
RJ506 Mental Disorders of Children (esp. Autism, ADD)
T15 History of Technology (esp. Connections series DVDs)
TD195 Environmental Pollution
TL710 Operation of Airplanes; Flying, General works
VM727 Marine Engineering

Note: Our collection of feature films on DVD, classed at PN1997, is extremely popular but was excluded from this analysis because the classification was based on genre not subject. Documentary films classed by subject were included.

Call numbers on this list were weighted by number of items circulated and total circulation history of those items.
Top 50 Call Numbers for Ebrary Ebook Usage, Egan Library, 2008-2012

Produced using Ebrary usage data and the Wordle tag cloud tool

BF637 Applied Psychology by Topic
D804 Holocaust in World War II
E79 Indians of North America by Region
E99 Indians of North America by Tribe/Culture (esp. Yup’ik & Inupiaq)
E184 United States History by Population Element (esp. Racial Issues in General)
E185 United States History: African Americans
G155 Travel & Tourism
GV1469 Computer, Video, & Fantasy Games by Topic (esp. Social Aspects)
HC79 Economic History (esp. Environmental Economics)
HD30 Management (esp. Business Planning)
HD57 Management - Leadership
HD58 Management (esp. Organizational Change)
HD60 Social Responsibility in Business
HD62 Management (esp. Nonprofits & New Businesses)
HD69 Management, Other Topics (esp. Project Management)
HF5383 Resumes and Job Applications
HF5415 Business Marketing
HF5548 Data Processing in Business (esp. Excel)
HF5549 Personnel Management
Call numbers in bold also appeared on the list of Top 50 Call Numbers in the print collection.

Call numbers on this list were weighted by number of items accessed without regard to number of user sessions per item. The call number LB2806 (School Administration) has by far the most number of user sessions and pages viewed.